
1Cycle of depression

Think about the parts of your life that build the cycle of depression – look at 
the example below and then fill in the blank worksheet below.

My cycle of depression worksheet

Be Pain Smart – Depression
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Pain

I have pain in my right leg and foot, and in 
my arms and hips.

Depression and low mood

I feel so tired and miserable all the time. 

I do not feel like doing anything.

I feel flat and numb about everything.

Unhelpful thoughts

There is no point in doing more because it 
will just make my pain worse. 

It is all too hard.

Less active, more rest

I have stopped going for walks and 
started resting more at home. 

I have not been cleaning the house or 
going out much.

Low energy, fatigue, muscles  
become weak

I cannot walk for as long or carry as 
much as I could before.
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My cycle of depression
Fill in the blank cycle below with what is going on in your life. 

Be Pain Smart – Depression

Pain

Depression and low mood

Unhelpful thoughts

Less active, more rest

Low energy, fatigue, muscles  
become weak
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Turning around my cycle of depression

Think about what parts in the cycle you can change to turn around the cycle of depression – look 
at the example and then fill in the blank one below. 

Be Pain Smart – Depression

Pain

I can talk to my doctor about making a pain 
management plan.

Less depressed and better mood

I will focus on the times when I feel good.

I know that even if I sometimes feel down 
– I will not feel like this forever.

Helpful thoughts

I can practice swapping my unhelpful 
thoughts for more helpful ones.

Getting more active

I will make a plan to do more, get out 
more with my friends and start planning 
my day.

More energy and stronger muscles

I can make a pacing plan to build my 
walking up bit-by-bit.
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Turning around my cycle of depression

Fill in the parts of the cycle below with things that you can do to turn the cycle around.

Be Pain Smart – Depression
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Pain

Less depressed and better mood

Helpful thoughts

Getting more active

More energy and stronger muscles
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